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2nd Sunday of the Pentecost Season 
 

Trinity Sunday 
 

 

As light arose and shone throughout Earth then faded into the 
night;  

God was there.  
As the waters separated and land was formed; as plants 

emerged and animals were born; as Earth was filled with 
the colour and sound of living things;  

God was there.  
As human beings evolved and learned to walk and sing and 

speak and dance and pray;  
God was there.  
God was there, looking upon the goodness of creation with 

love, delighted and so pleased with it all.  
And God is still looking upon this creation with the same 

delight, with the same sense of pleasure.  
And this good creation is still loved and adored by God.  
 

 
Gathering Prayer 

Together with all that fills the universe, we sing our thanks to 
God who creates all that is.  Jesus, human and yet divine, 
brings love in a new way to Earth.  God’s Spirit, who with 
loving breath fills us and lifts us beyond ourselves, flows 
through every part of our living.  And so we join with the whole 



of creation to raise our voices, in thanks for God’s abundant 
grace and love.  Amen. 
 

 
Holy Conversation 

We celebrate God as the one that formed all things in 
interconnected goodness, yet we sometimes forget our part in 
this. We set ourselves above the very thing that sustains us 
and gives us life. We damage ecosystems and destroy 
habitat, we pollute the skies and the seas, we forget the real 
cost of living off Earth, not with Earth. We forget that as we 
are one with God, we are one with all of creation.  

God as Creator, Christ and Spirit binds all things to one 
another. Yet we need not be bound by the things that 
destroy or old things that have passed away.  In us and in 
all, there is a new creation.  May we live into this wondrous 
promise.  Amen. 

 

 

Scriptures: 

Genesis 1:1 – 2:4a 

Based on Genesis 1:1—2:4a (a paraphrase) 
When God began to create, the Earth was like a blank 

canvas – something, but with the potential to be so much 
more. “There is something more beautiful to be,” God said, as 
the wind moved across the water.  

God said, “Light will make it more beautiful” and it did. But 
the light needed the darkness, so God gave light to the day 



and darkness to the night, and when darkness came it was 
evening, and when light came it was morning. The moving 
from darkness to light and back again became a day – and it 
was beautiful.  

And God looked at the water and saw that it would be 
beautiful if there were two expanses of water, one below and 
one above. So God separated the blue of the water with the 
blue of a dome to create the sky. And the evening became 
morning and this was the second day.  

And God looked at the water below and saw that it would 
be beautiful if there were something more. So God gathered 
the water together, and let dry land from beneath appear. God 
called the land Earth and the water Sea and was pleased be-
cause it was beautiful. Then God looked at Earth and thought 
it would be more beautiful with plants – trees and grass and 
flowers of every kind imaginable. When all the plants were 
scattered over Earth, God was pleased for it was very beauti-
ful. The evening became the morning and this was the third 
day.  

And God looked at the sky and saw that it could be more 
beautiful if it was adorned with light. God made two lights – 
one dazzlingly large to brighten the day and one small and 
soft to glow in the night – and set them in the sky. So the sun 
blazed in the day and the moon shimmered in the night and it 
was beautiful. The evening became the morning and this was 
the fourth day.  

And God looked at the sea and the earth and thought it 
would be more beautiful if it were full of creatures of every 
kind. So God set about creating creatures that flew and 
creatures that crawled and creatures that ran and creatures 



that swam, big and small, scaled and furred and feathered. 
God was pleased because the creatures were so beautiful. 
God blessed them and asked them to fill the earth and the sea 
with their offspring. The evening became morning and this 
was the fifth day.  

And God looked at the earth and the sea and all the plants 
and all the creatures and wanted something that reflected 
God’s self to live with everything on Earth.  So God created 
people who were of God’s likeness. God blessed them and 
asked them to live on the earth, to see its beauty and care for 
it, and love it as much as God did. God saw the people living 
on the land and living with Earth and was pleased for it was 
very beautiful. Evening became the morning and this was the 
sixth day.  

And God looked at all that was created and knew the work 
was done for that time, and took time to rest. The time was 
beautiful and good and God made this seventh day a special 
and sacred day to celebrate that the work of creating had 
happened.  And it’s still happening – creation continues to this 
day. 

 

Matthew 28:16-20 

Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to 
which Jesus had directed them. When they saw him, they 
worshipped him; but some doubted. And Jesus came and 
said to them, ‘All authority in heaven and on earth has been 
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, 
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and 
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that 



I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you 
always, to the end of the age.’ 

 

 

Reflection 

I have in my files a meditation piece on the Trinity that I find 
quite impressive.  I don’t know where it comes from, and I’m 
pretty sure I didn’t create it myself.  So it most likely comes 
from some other source that I have since lost.  Anyway, here 
it is: 

Meditation on the Trinity (and more!) 

I am Creator. 
I am your partner, 
as we dance together within earth's beauty. 
I accompany you through all your life,  
to offer the mystery and wonder of creation, 
to inspire and renew the world  

But my handiwork has been abused and stolen,  
dirtied and damaged for unchecked gain. 
The glory and dream, 
the sparkle in my eye, is duller now, 
the rhythm out of step, 
the rhyme distorted, 
the melody discordant. 
I know creation’s beauty, and I also know its pain. 

I am Wisdom. 
I was there in the prelude to all that is. 



I mid-wife it through each note and chord of being and 
becoming. 
I have seen the awe of creation's first stirring,  
and I danced at the world's birth  

But I am burdened by its brokenness, the weight of greed 
that tears apart togetherness, the pull of unbalanced power 
that slows the dance, the shattered ground on which we 
step. 
I have seen creation's wonder, and I also feel its wounds. 

I am the Christ, 
one with everything and everyone, from before every 
beginning. 
I have walked the paths of humanity,  
revelling in the pulse of life renewed,  
rejoicing in the wonder of love unfettered,  
renewing every life-building relationship. 
But I have known the pain of rejection, been wounded by 
hatred,  
bent down by injustice, beaten and bruised by violence,  
broken by silent complacency. 
! know the joy of living, 
and I also taste the weight of dying. 

I am Spirit. 
I celebrate the majesty and truth of creation. 
I dance in its colours and shapes, 
blow through its seascapes and mountains, 
soar over its prairies and deltas  

But I also shrink in the violation of stolen beauty,  
in land taken from those who need it,  



in water polluted and purchased with blood,  
in the voice of creation silenced by the falsehood of 
endless growth. 
I have danced in creation’s beauty,  
and I also despair at creation’s struggle. 

I am the Maker, and I am Wisdom, and I am the Christ, and I 
am the Spirit. 
I call you again, to join the dance,  
to pick up the steps afresh,  
to find the theme once more,  
to uncover new ways 
in which we can move together - you and I.. 

For in me - in all of me - 
you are renewed, 
reborn, 
refreshed, 
re-created. 
Come hear my song, 
and dance with me once more. 
 

To me, this captures some of the mystery and majesty of my 
certainty that God is so much more than one-dimensional.  
God is more than we can imagine, in our wildest dreamings 
– bigger, more powerful, more complicated, more loving, 
more creative.  Just … more. 

The Trinity is an ancient Christian notion that in God  we can 
find three persons – Creator, Christ and Spirit.  I have come 
to think that that the Trinity is in fact too limited.  Even three 
persons in God, as hard is that to grasp, is not enough.  



There are endless ways for us to encounter and experience 
God. 

We encounter God in our wonder at the intricacies of 
creation.  The magic of a sky-wide rainbow, the power of a 
blustery wind, the refreshing sound of a welcome rain, the 
majesty of a range of mountains, the thunder of ocean 
waves on a stormy beach – all of these bring to us a sense 
of awe at what God continues to do in God’s creative power. 

We experience God in our interactions with each other.  We 
see the hand of Jesus in life-affirming relationships that fill us 
and others with wellness of heart and spirit.  We encounter 
Jesus too in the nod and smile of a stranger, in the hand 
helping a child over a difficult obstacle, in the hug of a loved 
one, in the smile of recognition from a friend.  When we and 
others take action to stem the tide of inequity, or to face off 
with the powers of evil in the world, Jesus is there.   

Anywhere we see the pursuit of justice and freedom, 
reconciliation and welcome and tolerance, we can see the 
message of Jesus coming into play.  Jesus calls people to 
stand up for justice in the face of oppression, like the 
peaceful protesters in gatherings in several nations calling 
for an end to white disdain for the lives of black people and 
all those facing discrimination.  Not the violence, not the 
retribution, but in the basic solidarity with the downtrodden 
and dismissed.  And anywhere we experience the recovery 
from troubles, the healing of mind or body or soul, the 
generation of hope in the face of great difficulty, we 
encounter the presence of God in Jesus. 

The Spirit touches us intimately, sometimes in an interior 
sort of way, reaching into the deep parts of our being and 



warming them.  Sometimes the Spirit sets us on fire for 
action.  Sometimes it sooths our troubled self.  Sometimes it 
sends us forward into creative endeavour.  Sometimes it 
opens us up to wonder.  Whatever happens, the Spirit is 
there to touch us and wrap us round with the embrace of 
holiness. 

So God is there with us in in a myriad of ways and a host of 
situations.  If we are tuned into the holy presence, we can 
find God every moment, in the midst of great celebration and 
in the midst of great distress.  Comforter, challenger, healer, 
teacher, host, encourager, welcomer, justice-seeker – in so 
many ways God is there. 

Our call is to be open to God’s place in our living, every 
moment if we can.  It’s about being mindful of that holiness 
that touches us.  It’s about having our own spirits be ready to 
embrace the holy when we encounter it.  It’s about finding 
out way deeper into connection with that which makes all of 
creation, including us and everyone else, the amazing 
wonder that it is.  Given that, how can we pass up the 
chance to be part of it all. 

Amen. 

 

 

Community Prayer 

In the atmosphere of protest and fear that followed the killing 
of George Floyd in Minneapolis last week, I wanted to offer a 
prayer that speaks to discrimination and violence directed at 
black people and all people of colour.  Here’s one that was 
shared in a ministers’ meeting earlier this week.  It’s a prayer 



we all need to hear, given the level of discrimination against 
Black people here in Canada, and the even larger systemic 
discrimination against our indigenous sisters and brothers 
that is so prevalent around us.  Here’s the prayer: 
 
God our comforter, 
for the young people and their leaders who bear witness to 
the killing of black people, 

who experience systemic racial discrimination, 
and cry out for a story of justice, transformation and 
freedom from fear, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 

For the families and communities that are ravaged with grief, 
whose loved ones have lost their lives to policing, 
pandemic and pandemonium,  
and who long for listening and love to break through their 
outcry, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 

For all who participate in systemic injustice, who are 
conflicted and constricted by our social consciousness, 

and yet are called to love our neighbour by dismantling 
the powers that sustain white privilege, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 

For the young people and their leaders who strive to live in 
solidarity with communities of colour, 

who are grieved and angered by the killing of black 
people, 
and who even now confess an ongoing need for 
repentance, learning, correction and accountability, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 



For the families of those whose names we must say, again 
and again, 

George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and 
countless numbers of God’s children whose bodies no 
longer contain the breath of life,  
who were cherished, beloved children of God, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 

For all of us who must now lead through the fires that burn 
both in our cities and in our hearts; 

may we listen to the cries of the ones who grieve and 
are in pain, 
respond with the fiery passion of the Holy Spirit at 
Pentecost, and embody acts of renewal and 
transformative justice, 
God, in your mercy, hear our prayer. 

Hear these, the prayers of our hearts, as we minister through 
a God who breathed on us so that we might be witnesses to 
the ends of the earth. 

Amen. 
 

Blessing 

May God’s creating power hold you close. 
May Jesus’ redeeming power keep you safe. 
May the Spirit’s renewing power bring you joy. 
May you rest in the embrace of the Holy, 
 today and always. 
 

 


